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Abstract
Background: Countries that aimed for eliminating the cases of COVID-19 with test-trace-isolate policy are found to
have lower infections, deaths, and better economic performance, compared with those that opted for other mitigation strategies. However, the continuous evolution of new strains has raised the question of whether COVID-19
eradication is still possible given the limited public health response capacity and fatigue of the epidemic. We aim to
investigate the mechanism of the Zero-COVID policy on outbreak containment, and to explore the possibility of eradication of Omicron transmission using the citywide test-trace-isolate (CTTI) strategy.
Methods: We develop a compartmental model incorporating the CTTI Zero-COVID policy to understand how it contributes to the SARS-CoV-2 elimination. We employ our model to mimic the Delta outbreak in Fujian Province, China,
from September 10 to October 9, 2021, and the Omicron outbreak in Jilin Province, China for the period from March
1 to April 1, 2022. Projections and sensitivity analyses were conducted using dynamical system and Latin Hypercube
Sampling/ Partial Rank Correlation Coefficient (PRCC).
Results: Calibration results of the model estimate the Fujian Delta outbreak can end in 30 (95% confidence interval
CI: 28–33) days, after 10 (95% CI: 9–11) rounds of citywide testing. The emerging Jilin Omicron outbreak may achieve
zero COVID cases in 50 (95% CI: 41–57) days if supported with sufficient public health resources and population compliance, which shows the effectiveness of the CTTI Zero-COVID policy.
Conclusions: The CTTI policy shows the capacity for the eradication of the Delta outbreaks and also the Omicron
outbreaks. Nonetheless, the implementation of radical CTTI is challenging, which requires routine monitoring for
early detection, adequate testing capacity, efficient contact tracing, and high isolation compliance, which constrain
its benefits in regions with limited resources. Moreover, these challenges become even more acute in the face of
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more contagious variants with a high proportion of asymptomatic cases. Hence, in regions where CTTI is not possible,
personal protection, public health control measures, and vaccination are indispensable for mitigating and exiting the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Keywords: COVID-19, Transmission model, Zero-COVID policy, Citywide testing, Test-trace-isolate, Exit strategy

Background
Since the first COVID-19 case was reported in 2019,
new variants have been found in different parts of the
world. Many of them were classified as Variants of Concern (VOC) due to the higher transmissibility and lower
response to vaccination and public health measures [1].
The lifting of non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs),
new emerging variants, and waning and lower efficacy
of vaccination lead to the broad resurgence of infections
[2, 3]. Some countries, like China, Australia, Japan, and
South Korea, adopted an elimination strategy at the early
stage of pandemic, the so-called “Zero-COVID strategy”,
aimed to eradicate the virus as soon as new cases were
detected, while many others opted for mitigation measures to minimize the number of cases [4–7].
The Zero-COVID strategy includes measures such
as mass testing, detailed contact tracing using the most
advanced technologies, and strict control measures upon
detection of new cases, and this strategy appears to be
more beneficial than less stringent measures [4, 7, 8].
Oliu-Barton et al. (2021) found that the countries that
opted for the elimination strategy had 25 times lower
COVID-19 death rates, compared to that with the mitigation strategy [7]. The report from Institut économique
Molinari highlights that the number of deaths under the
Zero-COVID strategy is 44 times lower than the other
strategies, and the tough control measures do not affect
economic growth [8]. On the other hand, countries
with weaker NPIs of mild testing and tracing processes
reported multiple waves despite the high vaccination
coverage.
There have been modeling studies [9–11] that concluded that continuous testing, rigorous contact tracing, and prompt quarantine are crucial to containing the
spread of the infection. However, it was argued that contact tracing is an imperfect tool for controlling COVID19 transmission since it relies on population adherence.
Davis et al. [9] found that there are no benefits in increasing coverage of traced contacts or speeding up testing
with poor reporting rate and adherence rate to isolation.
Also, symptom-driven testing is doubted due to the preand asymptomatic transmission [10], accounting for 59%
of community infections [12]. Weekly population-wide
testing is found to be efficient to contain the transmission
within a few weeks when combined with contact tracing and isolation [13], and it has been suggested as UK

COVID-19 lockdown exit strategy [14]. There are also
arguments that permanent lockdown can be theoretically
replaced by mass testing supported by mobilizing a sufficient target population [15]. In addition, vaccination is
considered the most likely strategy to exit the pandemic
or transition to the endemic [16–19]. But the expectation of elimination of using vaccination has changed
given the accumulating evidence of waning immunity, reinfection and new variant emergence [20]. The vaccines
could achieve eliminating severe COVID-19, rather than
eliminating SARS-CoV-2 infection [20]. Furthermore,
there are arguments against Zero-COVID considering
the inhumane health and social consequences for vulnerable groups [21]. Therefore, the policy choices may need
to be assessed due to new circumstances and changing
risk perceptions.
China has implemented the Zero-COVID policy from
the first outbreak in January of 2020, and since then till
early March, 2022, all of the local outbreaks caused by
imported cases of wildtype have been controlled by this
national zero-tolerance policy [22–25]. Once a positive
case is confirmed, citywide multiple-rounds testing, tracing, and isolation (CTTI) are immediately implemented
until no new infections are detected. The outbreak of
Delta variant in Guangzhou [26] and the outbreak in
Yangzhou [27] of China are another two successful examples of Zero-COVID policy. Nevertheless, given the population size and capacity of carrying out the CTTI, it is
essential to consider many practical factors guaranteeing
its success to reveal the dynamics of the CTTI strategy.
It will not only allow to estimate the minimum rounds
needed to eliminate the infections, but also contribute
to the knowledge gap of allocation of insufficient public
health resources when a CTTI is not possible. Although
the zero-tolerance policy has been efficient in preventing
new outbreaks, there are no available studies to quantify
the mechanisms of the CTTI strategy and the associated
health burden of containing the epidemic.
The first Omicron case was imported to the mainland of China on December 9, 2021, and due to its
stronger transmissibility, the eradication of COVID-19
has become more difficult [28]. On March 1, 2022, Jilin
Province announced its first confirmed case, a male
who travelled back to Hunchun City. Subsequently, Jilin
province experienced an explosive Omicron outbreak,
with a total of 48,047 confirmed, and 16,519 of them are
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asymptomatic infections as of April 1, 2022 [29]. Besides
the CTTI strategy, the tightened measures and the establishment of Fangcang shelter were carried out since MidMarch, 2022. Although aggressive CTTI strategy was
implemented, there is debate whether COVID-19 eradication is possible to face the highly contagious Omicron
variant [30].
We propose a Susceptible-Exposed-AsymptomaticInfectious-Recovered (SEAIR) model that mimics the
implementation of the CTTI Zero-COVID policy in
curbing the local transmission in Fujian Province and
Jilin Province, China, using the data of daily new confirmed cases, including symptomatic and asymptomatic
infections (Fujian: September 10–October 9, 2021; Jilin:
March 1–April 1, 2022) [29, 31]. We also include compartments to count for severe outcomes, such as death
and hospitalizations. Our model assumes that all individuals in the susceptible, exposed, presymptomatic,
and asymptomatic stages are traced and if in contact
with infected individuals, held in isolation. The structure
of our model allows us to identify not only the number
of testing rounds needed to claim the elimination, but
also the impact of early detection of asymptomatic and
presymptomatic individuals. Our results confirm that
citywide testing, contact tracing, isolation of infected
individuals, most importantly tracing and isolations of
first- and second-degree contacts of cases in time before
further infections are induced, are crucial to ensure the
success of the powerful approach, which will control not
only the emerging outbreaks but also ongoing ones. We
also explore the possibility of eradication with Omicron
transmission using the CTTI strategy. We corroborate
the importance of prompt enforcement of rigorous and
continuous testing to ensure a rapid response to any possible new outbreak. Moreover, our findings suggest that
the pandemic will last longer with possible recurrent outbreaks till a more effective vaccine and treatment medicine are available if the CTTI cannot be implemented.

Methods
Model overview

We present our compartmental model incorporating
the CTTI under the Zero-COVID policy as shown in
Fig. 1. The spreading of the infection starts when a first
individual is infected due to the case(s) imported into
the community. Usually, it is not easy to identify the
date when the first infection started. We denote such
date as the initial time T0, and denote the date when the
first infection is confirmed as T1, and refer this period as
the “Free transmission stage”. Once the infection is confirmed, we consider the ideal scenario that the first round
of CTTI is immediately conducted. From this point, we
define the “Contained transmission stage” in which the
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Zero-COVID policy is implemented. We define T as the
time needed to complete one round of citywide testing.
Multiple rounds of testing are conducted until the time
T2 when no new infections are detected. Within this
stage, confirmed cases and their primary and secondary contacts are traced and isolated. In the process of
implementing CTTI, it is unavoidable that susceptible
individuals can be isolated too. It is important to observe
that when no more individuals are isolated in 3–5 days,
we claim that no infections are present in the community,
which labels the elimination of the virus in the city.
We apply our model to estimate the number of testing
rounds needed to achieve zero transmission for Fujian
Province after calibrating the model using epidemiology data. We then estimate the rounds of citywide testing, cumulative cases, and in particular, the total number
of isolated individuals under different free-transmission
periods, testing capacities, and contact tracing efficiencies. In addition, we present the projections of the recent
outbreak resulting from the Omicron transmission in
Jilin province till April 30, 2022, under different scenarios. Furthermore, the uncertainty of parameters estimation is discussed by the sensitivity analysis.
Study area and data sources

The first reported infection of the Delta variant of
COVID-19 was detected in the routine testing of a primary school in Putian, a city in southeastern coastal of
Fujian, on September 10, 2021, which was linked to the
importation of cases from Singapore. It quickly ballooned
into a province-wide outbreak [32], mostly in Putian,
Xiamen, Zhangzhou, and Quanzhou (epidemic area, 22.2
million residents). The total number of reported infections reached over 100 in just 4 days [31]. The CTTI
strategy was quickly put into action to halt the community spread. Hence, our deterministic transmission model
was calibrated using publicly available data of the epidemic areas in Fujian Province (Xiamen, Putian, Quanzhou, and Zhangzhou), China, between September 10,
2021, and October 9, 2021, on daily confirmed cases by
report date and the cumulative number of isolated people, collected from the website of Fujian Province Health
Commission [31].
Here, we also apply our model to the recent Omicron
outbreak that occurred in Jilin Province, China, using
the data of daily new confirmed cases, including symptomatic and asymptomatic infections, from March 1, 2022,
to April 1, 2022 [29].
Contact tracing in China

The comprehensive and timely contact tracing serves
as one of the crucial control measures in curbing the
transmission of the COVID-19 epidemic. In February
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Fig. 1 Illustration of the model process considering the implementation of CTTI in the Zero-COVID policy. a The schematic diagram of the
model. The flow chart of the model in b free transmission stage c contained transmission stage. All individuals are in different states, Susceptible
(S), Exposed (E), Infected (asymptomatic A, presymptomatic I1 or with symptoms I2), Recovered (R) or Deceased (D). If the confirmed cases were
detected, we also include the diagnosed and isolated (Id ) and the individuals admitted to ICU (H ). The traced and isolated susceptible, exposed,
asymptomatic and presymptomatic infected populations are described as QS , QE , QI , respectively. In the contained transmission stage, the arrow
with orange color represents the process of contact tracing, while the green arrow shows the process of citywide testing and symptomatic testing.
All the confirmed and traced individuals are isolated in the designated isolated facilities. The description of parameters shown in the flow diagram
can be found in Table 1. T0: initial time, T1 : the date when the first infection is confirmed, T : the time needed to complete one round of citywide
testing, T2: the time when no new infections are detected. CTTI: citywide test-trace-isolate

2020, China rolled out its “health code” app nationwide
(first in Zhejiang Province, then extend to national
scale, see details in Additional file 1), which ensures
the efficiency of the contact tracing as the status of the

health QR code is updated with time according to the
smartphone GPS data, including travel history, duration of time spent in the risky zone, and relationships
to potential carriers [33, 34].
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Citywide testing in China

The pooled testing strategy is adopted to quickly find out
infections and determine the risk level of the zone in the
first round of testing. In the subsequent round of testing, the high-risk zones take the more precise 1:1 testing (place a single specimen in a test tube for testing),
while the other zones implement 5:1 or 10:1 pooled testing [5]. During each round of testing, when a new case
is detected, the person’s health QR code will immediately
change to red. The contact tracing will be conducted
based on the health QR code system, assigning red or yellow codes to the contacts. The risk level in the zones will
be evaluated according to the number of newly detected
populations after completing one round of testing.
The rolling out citywide testing (test everyone, symptom or not) as it battles the outbreak can be such a powerful tool for getting on top of the virus. In China, one
round of citywide testing takes several days, depending
on the population and testing capacity in the city, usually
2–3 days [35]. However, given the high transmissibility of
Omicron variant, on March 22, 2022, the third edition of
Guidelines for Regional Nucleic Acid Testing was issued
with a specified requirement for completing citywide
testing within 24 h [36].
Model design

We investigate the effect of the Zero-COVID strategy using a deterministic compartmental Susceptible S
—Exposed E—Asymptomatic A—Infectious I1 (presymptomatic)—Infectious I2 (symptomatic)—Recovered
R—Deceased D model framework. When the cases are
detected, we also include the diagnosed and isolated Id
and the individuals admitted into ICU H . The contact
tracing process is also modeled by defining QS , QE , QI as
the number of traced and isolated susceptible, exposed,
and asymptomatic or presymptomatic infected populations, respectively. Here, asymptomatic infections refer
to infected individuals who have no symptoms during the
whole infection period. The presymptomatic is the prodromal phase of the symptomatic infections, and it has
no symptoms but will develop symptoms in the following
days. Note that we omit demographic components, such
as immigration, birth, and natural death. And we consider the Delta variant in the Fujian case and the Omicron variant in the Jilin case.
We model the transmission process starting with local
people infected by the imported virus and ending with
zero COVID cases. Two stages before and after the detection of the first confirmed cases at the time T1, defined as
free transmission stage and contained transmission stage,
are considered (Fig. 1). In the period of free transmission stage [T0 , T1 ], there is no confirmed case. The local
transmission occurs without any intervention measures.
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Then, the first round of testing should be performed
immediately at T1. For t ∈ [T1 , T1 + nT ], where n is the
number of rounds of citywide testing needed to eliminate the cases. The number of daily new diagnosed cases
at time t is denoted as MId (t), which is the sum of daily
new diagnosed asymptomatic MA (t) and presymptomatic MI1 (t) infections from citywide testing, as well as
symptomatic infections MI2 (t) from symptomatic testing.
Also, at the time T1, the primary contacts of confirmed
cases are immediately traced and isolated, but we ignore
the tracing of secondary contacts of the confirmed cases
at the time T1 due to the effort needed for the initial contact tracing. After that time, all the primary and secondary contacts are efficiently traced and isolated. The
contact tracing process for MId (t) results in the move-out
of traced susceptible (ZS (t)), exposed (ZE (t)), presymptomatic infectious (ZI1 (t)), and asymptomatic infectious (ZA (t)) individuals and their sum is the total traced
population of confirmed cases from citywide testing and
symptomatic testing at time t , i.e. ZCT (t).
We further denote Q(t) as the total number of isolated
populations until day t due to testing and contact tracing, which includes all the traced and confirmed people
t
at that time, i.e., Q(t) = T1 MId (t) + ZCT (t)dt . Here we
emphasize Q(t) is an effective measure of Zero-COVID
policy. When Q(t) does not increase and reach its maxi′
mum, i.e., Q(t) = 0, it means we successfully find out
all the infected population and cut off the transmission
route by putting them into designated isolation facilities.
Also, it is equivalent to the fact that there is no new confirmed case from citywide testing. Hence, after n rounds
of citywide testing, when there is no new confirmed case
′
from citywide testing or Q(t) = 0, the zero-covid policy
succeeds. Otherwise, we conduct the next round of citywide testing.
There are three separative testing in the contained
transmission stage: symptom-driven testing, citywide
testing, and the testing for primary and secondary contacts at the designated isolation facilities. And η is the
testing efficiency towards asymptomatic infections A and
presymptomatic infections I1. The adherence rate of citywide testing and symptom-driven testing is assumed to
be α1, α2, respectively. Also, we introduce MQ (t) as the
number of daily new confirmed individuals at designated
isolation facilities. Testing for the traced population is
implemented frequently, and all the tested people with
positive results ( MQ (t)) will transfer to the confirmed
class Id.
Contact tracing for confirmed cases

We define cd as the average number of primary contacts per
confirmed case within 2 days before the onset of symptoms
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or collecting samples. We consider it is proportional to the
number of contacts per individual per day c so that it can
be expressed as

cd = pc (2c − nH ),
where 0 ≤ pc ≤ 1 is the efficiency of contact tracing and
nH is the average number of household sizes. We also
introduce cS as the average number of secondary contacts of confirmed cases within 2 days before the onset of
symptoms or collecting samples. We assume that there is
no overlapping of primary contacts and secondary contacts. Then we have

cs = cd (cd − 1).
Therefore, the number of primary contacts and secondary contacts of newly diagnosed infections from citywide
testing at time t is

ZCT (t) = (cd + cs )MId (t).
We assume that the symptomatic infections are already
detected by symptom-driven testing. Hence, the traced
population is composed of susceptible, exposed, asymptomatic, and presymptomatic individuals. The number of the
traced individuals that are exposed is denoted as (ZE (t))
depends on: (a) the transmission probability in each contact (β), (b) the number of primary and secondary contacts
per diagnosed case (cd andcs), (c) the probability of being
1
exposed individuals τ1τ+τ
, and (d) the number of diag2
nosed cases from citywide testing, which is

 τ
1
ZE (t) = MId (t) cd β + cs β 2
.
τ1 + τ2

Similarly, we can obtain the number of traced presymptomatic infections, which is

 τ a
2
ZI1 (t) = MId (t) cd β + cs β 2
.
τ1 + τ2
The number of traced asymptomatic infections is

 τ (1 − a)
2
ZA (t) = MId (t) cd β + cs β 2
.
τ1 + τ2
The number of traced susceptible individuals is



Zs (t) = MId (t) cd (1 − β) + cs 1 − β 2 .
Therefore, the traced population of confirmed cases from
citywide testing are the sum of the above, i.e.,

ZCT (t) = Zs (t) + ZI1 (t) + ZE (t) + ZA (t).
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Testing for traced population

Testing for the traced population is conducted separately
and has a higher frequency compared with citywide testing. The number of detected people from testing for those
traced population at time t MQ (t) only depends on the
testing accuracy η, which yields

MQ (t) = ηQI (t).
We do not consider the contact tracing for MQ, because
(1) the primary and secondary contacts of MQ are third or
fourth contacts of the original confirmed case and have less
probability of being infected; (2) MQ may be exposed infections when they are traced and unable to transmit the virus
before being traced; (3) even if MQ is asymptomatic or presymptomatic infections when they are traced, their infection can be detected from subsequent testing; (4) when MQ
are traced, they are isolated and do not contribute to further transmission.
The symptomatic testing strategy

The symptomatic infectious individuals I2 get tested at time
t are

MI2 (t) =

α2
I2 (t),
uI2

where α2 is the adherence rate to the symptomatic testing and uI2 is the average day from symptom onset to
confirmation.
The citywide testing strategy

The number of individuals who will get tested in this current round of citywide testing at time t can be defined as
ZPCR (t), which is


 t
 t
1
N−
ZPCR (t) =
ZCT (t)dt −
MId (t)dt ,
T
T1
T1
where N is the total population in the city. From the citywide testing, the asymptomatic, presymptomatic can be
detected. Also, the number of asymptomatic infectious
individuals A detected in this round of citywide testing
at time t ( MA (t)) depends on the following factors, the
proportion of asymptomatic infectious individuals in the
tested population, the number of individuals who will get
tested in this round of testing at time t , the testing efficiency for the asymptomatic infectious population, and
the adherence rate of the population participating citywide testing.

MA (t) =

A(t)
ZPCR (t)ηα1 ,
NT (t)
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where NT (t) = S(t) + E(t) + A(t) + I1 (t).
Similarly, we can obtain that the presymptomatic infectious individuals I1 removed from citywide testing at time
t , which are

MI1 (t) =

I1 (t)
ZPCR (t)ηα1 .
NT (t)

Therefore, the number of daily new diagnosed cases at
time t is the sum of tested people from citywide testing and
symptomatic testing, which yields

MId = MA (t) + MI1 (t) + MI2 (t).
The free transmission stage model

The flow chart of the model in the free transmission
stage is presented in Fig. 1b. And we have the following
model
 ′

S = −βcS(I1 + θA + I2 )/Np ,


′


E = βcS(I1 + θA + I2 )/Np − τ11 E,



 I′ = a E − 1 I ,
1
τ1
τ2 1
′
 A = 1−a
E
−
γA A,

τ1

′

1


I2 = τ2 I1 − γ I2 ,


 ′
R = γA A + γ I2 .
where NP (t) = S(t) + E(t) + A(t) + I1 (t) + I2 (t), and
with the initial state

S(T0 ) = S0 , E(T0 ) = E0 , I1 (T0 ) = 0, A(T0 )
= 0, I2 (0) = 0, R = 0
where E0 = 0, and S0 = N − E0.
At time T1, we have state values {S(T1 ), E(T1 ), I1 (T1 ),
A(T1 ), I2 (T1 ), R(T1 )}. If the free transmission stage is quite
short, there are no recovered individuals during this stage,
i.e., R(t) = 0 for t ∈ [T0 , T1 ].
The contained transmission stage model with the CTTI
strategy

Based on our previous analysis, we have the model in the
contained transmission stage where the CTTI strategy is
conducted, and its flow chart is shown in Fig. 1c. The initial values at T1 should be recalculated as there are detected
cases MId (T1 ), who may have developed symptoms or not.
Hence, the initial conditions at T1 are the results after moving out the traced susceptible population Zs (T1 ), exposed
population ZE (T1 ), presymptomatic population ZI1 (T1 ),
asymptomatic population ZA (T1 ), and detected cases
MId (T1 ) + MQ (T1 ), where

ZA (T1 ) = MId (T1 )cd β

τ2 (1 − a)
,
τ1 + τ2
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ZI1 (T1 ) = MId (T1 )cd β

τ2 a
,
τ1 + τ2

ZE (T1 ) = MId (T1 )cd β

τ1
,
τ1 + τ2

ZS (T1 ) = MId (T1 )cd (1 − β).
Then the initial state at T1 is

ST1 , ET1 , I1T1 , AT1 , I2T 1 , QsT1 , QET1 ,

QIT1 , IdT1 , HT1 , RT1 , DT1 , QT1 ,
where ST1 = S(T1 ) − Zs (T1 ), ET1 = E(T1 ) − ZE (T1 ),
I1T1 = I1 (T1 ) − MI1 (T1 ) − ZI1 (T1 ),

AT1 = A(T1 ) − MA (T1 ) − ZA (T1 ), I2T 1
= I2 (T1 ) − MI2 (T1 ), QsT1
= ZS (T1 ), QET1 = ZE (T1 ),
QIT1 = ZA (T1 ) + ZI1 (T1 ), IdT1
= MI1 (T1 ) + MA (T1 ) + MI2 (T1 )
+ MQ (T1 ), HT1 = 0, RT1 = R(T1 ),
DT1 = 0, QT1 =ZS (T1 ) + ZE (T1 ) + ZI1 (T1 )
+ ZA (T1 ) + MI1 (T1 )
+ MA (T1 ) + MI2 (T1 ).
Starting from T1, multi citywide testing is conducted. At
the end of nth (n ≥ 1) round of testing, we have the value of
each state, i.e.,

{S(T1 + nT ), E(T1 + nT ), A(T1 + nT ),
I1 (T1 + nT ), I2 (T1 + nT ),
Id (T1 + nT ), QS (T1 + nT ), QE (T1 + nT ),
QI (T1 + nT ), H(T1 + nT ), R(T1 + nT ),
D(T1 + nT ), Q(T1 + nT )}.

From our
analysis, if the total number of isolated people reaches the
maximum, i.e.,
′

Q(T1 + nT ) = 0
which is equivalent to MId (t) = 0, we achieve the goal of
zero covid cases. And if it is not zero, we move on to the
next round of testing.
So, the model on the t ∈ [T1 + (n − 1)T , T1 + nT ]
(n ≥ 1) is
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1


QS ,
S ′ = −βcS(I1 + θA + I2 )Np − ZS (t) +


TQ




1



E ′ = βcS(I1 + θA + I2 )Np − (E − ZE ) − ZE (t),


τ1




�
�
a
1

′


I1 − ZI1 (t) − MI1 (t) − ZI1 (t) − MI1 (t),
I1 = (E − ZE ) −


τ1
τ2



 ′
1
−
a


(E − ZE ) − ZA (t) − MA (t) − γA (A − ZA (t) − MA (t)),
A =



τ1




�
1�


I2′ =
I1 − ZI1 (t) − MI1 (t) − MI2 (t),



τ2




1

′

QS ,
 QS = ZS (t) −
TQ

1


QE′ = ZE (t) − QE ,



τ1




1

′

QI = ZI1 (t) + ZA (t) + QE − MQ (t),



τ
1



�
�

′
 I = MI (t) + MA (t) + MI (t) + MQ (t) − γd 1 − p Id − ξ1 pH Id ,

H
1
2
d


u1



pH
pD

′


H = ξ1 Id − ξ2 H − γH (1 − pD )H,


u1
u2



 R′ = γ (A − Z (t) − M (t)) + γ �1 − p �I + γH (1 − p )H,

A
A
A
d

H d
D



pD

′

D = ξ2 H,


u2


 ′
Q = ZS (t) + ZE (t) + ZI1 (t) + ZA (t) + MI1 (t) + MA (t) + MI2 (t).
Parameters estimation

We estimate the following parameters, including the
probability of transmission per contact and the contact
rate in each stage, by using a Monte-Carlo-based Bayesian modeling framework [37, 38]. We sample 100,000
parameter vectors from the uniform prior distribution
(Additional file 1: Table S1), and we choose the 1000
best-fitting parameter vectors based on the modified
normalized mean square error (NMSE) indicator by
comparing data and model predictions of cumulative
confirmed cases and cumulative isolated individuals.
The median and 95% confidence interval (CI) of the estimated parameters are obtained through 1000 best-fitting
parameters vectors (Additional file 1: Table S1). The estimated parameter values and other parameters obtained
from the literature for the case of Fujian are presented
in Table 1. The given initial conditions and parameters
used in the Jilin case can be found in the Additional file 1:
Table S2 and S3. In the scenarios analysis, we show the
simulation results using the parameter vectors with the
minimum NMSE indicators.

Scenarios and sensitivity analysis

We investigate the effect of different degrees of the CTTI
policy, comparing processes such as contact tracing and
testing resources. Also, the impacts of early detection, test
capacity, and contact tracing efficiency on the transmission are examined. The minimum rounds of citywide testing to eliminate the COVID cases in different scenarios are
compared, as well as the number of daily new confirmed
cases and the total number of isolated individuals. We also
explore the possibility of the CTTI strategy to control the
ongoing outbreak driven by the new contagious Omicron
variant. We present the projections of the Jilin outbreak
till April 30, 2022, under the scenarios with the estimated
parameter from data fitting and the escalated CTTI strategy. We conduct analyses using MATLAB (R2020a) [39].
Data and code are available from https://github.com/
YTan94/ZeroCOVID_.
To study the sensitivity of the CTTI policy-related parameters on the model outputs, such as cumulative cases and
isolated people, we use the Latin Hypercube Sampling/Partial Rank Coefficient (LHS/PRCC) method [40], generating
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Table 1 Model variables and parameters
Notation

Description

Value at t0

Sources

Variables and their initial values
S(t)

The number of susceptible individuals at day t

22,211,296

Assumed

E(t)

The number of exposed individuals at day t

1

Assumed

A(t)

The number of asymptomatic infectious at day t

0

Assumed

I1 (t)

The number of presymptomatic infectious individuals at day t

0

Assumed

I2 (t)

The number of symptomatic infectious individuals at day t

0

Assumed

Id (t)

The number of confirmed and isolated individuals at day t

0

Assumed
Assumed

R(t)

The number of recovered individuals at day t

0

QS (t)

The number of traced and quarantined susceptible individuals at day t

–

QE (t)

The number of traced and quarantined exposed individuals at day t

–

QI (t)

The number of traced and quarantined presymptomatic and asymptomatic infectious individuals at day t

–

H(t)

The number of severe patients that need intensive health care (ICU)

–

D(t)

The number of deceased individuals at day t

–

Id (T1 )

The number of confirmed and isolated individuals at day T1

5

Data [31]
Ref [49]

Parameters for COVID-19 in Fujian
τ1

Average time spent in the exposed state, E , days, for Delta variant

2

τ2

Average time spent in the presymptomatic infected state I1, days, for Delta variant

2

Ref [50]

a

Proportion of infected people who will develop symptoms

0.8

Ref [51]
Ref [12]

b

Infectiousness of asymptomatic individuals compared to symptomatic infections

0.75

η

The testing efficiency towards asymptomatic infections A and presymptomatic infections I1

0.67

Ref [52]

ξ1

The risk increment of ICU requirement for Delta variant compared to the wildtype

2.34

Ref [53]

ξ2

The risk increment of death for Delta variant compared to the wildtype

1.32

Ref [53]

pD

Proportion of severe patients in ICU died

18%

Ref [54]

u1

Days for developing severe symptoms and need ICU care after diagnosed, days

7–12

Ref [55]

u2

Length of stay for severe patients in ICU before died, days

15

Ref [56]

uI 2

The average days from symptom onset to diagnosis in Fujian, days

2

Ref [57]

γA

Recovery rate of asymptomatic infectious individuals, days−1

1/6

Ref [58]

−1

γ

Recovery rate of symptomatic infectious individuals, days

Stage 1: 0

Assumed

γd

Recovery rate of non-ICU patients, days−1

1/7

Ref [58]

γH

Recovery rate of ICU patients, days−1

1/11

Ref [59]

α1

The adherence rate of citywide testing in Fujian

1

Ref [35]

α2

The adherence rate of symptom-driven testing in Fujian

1

Ref [5]

pc

The percentage of contact tracing in Fujian

1

Ref [5]

P

Total number of populations in epidemic areas (Xiamen, Putian, Quanzhou, and Zhangzhou) in Fujian Province

22,211,297

Data [60]

T0

Time when the virus imported into epidemic areas in Fujian Province

September 2

Assumed

T1

Time when the first confirmed cases detected

September 10

Data [31]

TQ

The period of isolation for those traced individuals, days

28

Ref [5]

T

The time needed to complete one round of citywide test, days

2–3

Ref [35]

ZCT (t)

The number of people traced who has primary and secondary contacts of suspected or confirmed cases of
COVID-19 at time t

–

ZS (t)

Daily new isolated susceptible individuals due to contact tracing

–

ZE (t)

Daily new isolated exposed individuals due to contact tracing

–

ZA (t)

Daily new isolated asymptomatic individuals due to contact tracing

–

ZI1 (t)

Daily new isolated presymptomatic infected individuals due to contact tracing

–

NPCR (t)

The number of individuals conducting citywide testing at time t

–

MA (t)

Daily new diagnosed asymptomatic infectious individuals from citywide testing

–

MI1 (t)

Daily new diagnosed presymptomatic infectious individuals from citywide testing

–

MI2 (t)

Daily new diagnosed symptomatic infectious individuals from symptom-driven testing

–

MId (t)

Daily new diagnosed cases from citywide testing and symptom-driven testing

–
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Table 1 (continued)
Notation

Description

Value at t0

Sources

Estimated parameters
β

Probability of transmission per contact

0.0611 (95% CI:
0.0603–0.0804)

c

The number of contacts per individual per day in each stage

Stage 1: 15.0220 (95%
CI: 11.6387–15.4681)
Stage 2: 8.7054 (95% CI:
7.7021–11.4798)

T2

Time when the cumulative isolated population reached the maximum in Fujian Province

October 9

Table 2 Parameters range for the Latin Hypercube Sampling
(LHS) in the sensitivity analysis
Parameters

Distribution

Range

Free transmission period (T1 − T0)

Uniform

[5, 12]

Tracing percentage ( pc)

Uniform

Days per round of testing (T)

Uniform

[0.4, 1]
[1, 7]

Citywide testing adherence rate (α1)

Uniform

Days from symptom onset to diagnosis (UI2)

Uniform

[0.4, 1]
[1, 5]

Testing efficiency (η)

Uniform

[0.1, 1]

1000 samples for each parameter. The ranges used in the
LHS are reported in Table 2. The parameters with a PRCC
of magnitude greater than or equal to 0.5 were considered
significant in the cumulative cases and isolated people [41].

Results
CTTI efficiently eliminates the recent COVID outbreak
in Fujian, China

Here, we investigate how the CTTI strategy Correlation works in controlling the local outbreak using the

Fig. 2 The COVID-19 daily incidence (a) and cumulative isolated people over time (b). Model validation and simulations of COVID-19 daily new
cases (green color) and cumulative isolated individuals (orange color) in the epidemic area of Fujian, China, from September 10 to October 9, 2021.
The circles represent observed data. The solid lines and shaded areas represent the median and 95% confidence interval of model simulations
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Fig. 3 The effect of early detection on the containment of the COVID-19 epidemic. The daily new confirmed cases and the rounds of citywide
testing (a) and the cumulative isolated individuals (b) are reported under different lengths of free transmission stage, 8 days (green color), 9 days
(blue color), 10 days (purple color), and 11 days (light red color)

Fig. 4 The effect of efficiency of testing and contact tracing on the containment of the COVID-19 epidemic. The daily new confirmed cases (a, c, e),
the cumulative isolated people (b, d, f) and the rounds of citywide testing are reported under different efficiency of testing and contact tracing
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outbreak in September 2021 in Fujian as a case study.
The model calibration results using the data from the
Fujian outbreak are shown in Fig. 2. We predict that the
provincial outbreak will end on October 9, 2021, with a
total of 491 (95% CI: 430–567) infections after 10 (95%
CI: 9–11) rounds of citywide testing.
We also observe that the epidemic progression is confined, along with the increased total number of isolated
people. When the cumulative isolated people reach a
plateau, all the possible infectious people are isolated,
and local cases are eliminated. The number of cumulative isolated people can serve as a novel yet effective
indicator to measure the effort of the public health sector to eradicate the local outbreak, achieving zero community transmission. With the aggressive Zero-COVID
policy, the containment of the Delta virus in Fujian
will only take 30 days. This result signals the efficiency
of the CTTI policy resulting in a quick curbing of the
local transmission.
The application of CTTI if early detection is delayed

We investigate the impact of the CTTI strategy if
early detection to confirm the first case is missed or
postponed (Fig. 3). We assume the time of one round
of citywide testing to be 3 days with an average of 7.4
million tests per day, and 100% of contacts are traced,
referred to as the perfect CTTI. We observe that the
early detection to identify the first local case is crucial for the elimination of the transmission. The later
the first case is detected, the more resources and more
rounds of repeated CTTIs are needed to reach the
Zero-COVID status. If the CTTI strategy is implemented 11 days after the virus is introduced, compared with the 8-day scenario, the cumulative number
of infections can increase about 10 times (from 3585
to 39,686), and the number of individuals needed to
be isolated will increase about 8 times (from 40,865 to
367,322). Although the detection is only delayed for
3 days, 16 rounds of citywide testing are needed instead
of 10 rounds, even under the strictest implementation
of the CTTI policy. Early detection to identify the local
epidemics will significantly reduce the health burden of
the society for a faster return to normal life.
On the other hand, the considerable effect of the CTTI
strategy is also possible in regions where a large outbreak
is ongoing (the following case of Jilin). It still may successfully curb the transmission, but with more resources.
In fact, this strategy can mitigate and reduce the wave
trend by isolating not just cases, but also their contacts
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Fig. 5 The COVID-19 daily incidence over time in Jilin
province, China. The blue circle represents observed data
(confirmed + asymptomatic, from March 1 to April 1, 2022). The
solid orange line and shaded area represent the median and 95%
confidence interval of the model simulations from March 1 to
April 30, 2022, based on the parameter estimated from data fitting.
The solid green line and shaded area represent the median and
95% confidence interval of the scenario of a 90% adherence rate
to citywide testing in Jilin and tracing 90% primary contact and
secondary contact in 24 h. The black dot lines separate the different
stages considering the change of control measurements. Stage 1:
Early stage of the epidemic; Stage 2: control stage with CTTI (strict
control measures, completion of citywide testing and contact
tracing in 48 h). The blue dot line separates the model validation and
projections

and, most importantly, asymptomatic cases, which run
the risk of being undetected if a strict testing procedure
is not realized.
The outcome of partially implemented CTTI

We explore the effect of test capacity and contact tracing, heavily relying on the public health resources, on
eliminating transmission under the assumption of 8 days
free transmission stage (Fig. 4). We observe that the testing capacity is crucial for the implementation of the citywide testing and Zero-COVID strategy. The virus in the
local area can be quickly eradicated in 30 days under the
scenario with perfect CTTI. In a more realistic case with
80% of contacts traced, if one citywide testing is completed in 5 days, it takes 22 rounds of citywide testing
and 110 days to eradicate the virus. Compared to a 3-day
scenario, the total number of infections will increase by
122% (from 6246 to 13,846), and the total number of isolated individuals will increase by 101% (from 45,466 to
91,313) (Fig. 4a, b). With limited testing capacity and a
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Fig. 6 The sensitivity analysis on cumulative reported cases (a) and cumulative isolated people (b) with different CTTI parameters

long period of completing a round of testing, we cannot
detect the asymptomatic and presymptomatic cases fast
enough, and the exposed individuals will develop infectiousness during the testing round, which makes more
people infected.
In addition, effective contact tracing will shorten the
time needed to eliminate the local epidemic. If one round
of citywide test is finished in 4 days (Fig. 4c, d) and 90%
of the primary and secondary contact of confirmed cases
is traced, then the local transmission is controlled in
48 days after 12 rounds of testing, with 6662 total infections. However, if the efficiency of contact tracing is
reduced to 70%, then the number of rounds of citywide

testing needs to be significantly increased to 32 to eliminate the local infections, and the total infections and the
number of total isolated individuals will increase by 136%
and 75% respectively.
With a limited public health budget, the allocation of
resources is paramount. We compare two strategies: test
targeted (complete one round citywide test in 3 days, but
only trace 70% contacts) and contact tracing targeted
(trace 100% contacts, but complete one round citywide
test in 5 days). We find that the tracing targeted strategy is more efficient in containing the local outbreak.
The tracing targeted strategy ends the epidemic 13 days
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earlier with fewer infections (30% decrease), though
more isolated people (6% increase, Fig. 4e, f ).
Nevertheless, substantial resources are needed to
achieve zero COVID community transmission if the
CTTI is not well enforced (Fig. 4e, f ). When the public
health resources are seriously limited, the time for one
round of citywide test is 5 days, and only 70% of contacts
can be traced, then we will need 76 rounds of citywide
testing and 380 days to end the local epidemic. The total
number of quarantined people will reach 246,363. In this
case, it is impossible to eliminate all the cases in the local
area, taking the discontent of people towards repeated
testing into consideration, and the cost of containment
is enormous. However, it is also crucial to test people as much as possible (the partial enforcement of the
CTTI strategy), contributing to the epidemic mitigation,
although not elimination.
Challenge of containing the more aggressive Omicron
variant of COVID: A case in Jilin Province, China

We apply our model to simulate the most recent Omicron outbreak in March 2022 in Jilin Province, China,
which illustrates the applicability of our model. Figure 5
presents our projection of the Jilin outbreak till April 30,
2022, under the scenarios with the estimated parameter
from data fitting and the escalated CTTI strategy. Our
results predict that the Jilin outbreak is challenging to
achieve zero COVID cases before the end of April under
the estimated adherence rate to citywide testing and tracing efficiency, although the citywide testing has been
sped up to 24 h (Fig. 5, orange line and shaded area).
However, it is possible to eradicate the virus on April 19
(95% CI: April 10–April 26) if the compliance rate of citywide testing in Jilin increase to 90% and the 90% of close
contacts can be traced and isolated in 24 h (Fig. 5, green
line and shaded area). Our results indicate that the CTTI
strategy can contain the transmission of the more contagious Omicron variant, but stringent measures (fast and
efficient) and continuous efforts are needed.
Sensitivity analysis

Figure 6 shows the Partial Rank Correlation Coefficient
(PRCC) of the model parameters, related to the ZeroCOVID policy, on the cumulative reported cases (Fig. 6a)
and cumulative isolated individuals (Fig. 6b). We observe
that the free transmission period presents a positive correlation with the cumulative cases, and the tracing percentage is negatively correlated to the cumulative cases,
which also confirms our findings of the importance of
early detection and tracing in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.
The days per round of testing are positively correlated to
the cumulative isolated people, which illustrates that the
testing capacity is paramount. Otherwise, the resources
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needed to isolate the possible infections will increase
substantially.
On the other hand, citywide testing adherence rates
are negatively associated with cumulative cases. Also,
the test efficiency is negatively associated with the
cumulative isolated individuals. A higher test efficiency
contributes to the detection of asymptomatic and presymptomatic cases, hence reducing possible community
transmission, and finally, less effort of the public health
department to isolate the possible infections. The sensitivity analysis illustrates that the zero COVID tolerance
policy is challenging, requiring not only stringent public
health control measures but also sufficient test capacity,
efficient contact tracing, and population adherence to the
strategy.

Discussion
Using a deterministic compartmental model considering
the implementation of the Zero-COVID policy in China,
defined as the CTTI, we investigate the impact of this
strict policy on outbreaks, including cases, severe infections, as well as the number of citywide testing rounds
to eliminate the virus. Our calibration results are aligned
with the actual situation. In particular, we estimate that
the number of rounds needed to reach the containment
of the current epidemic in Fujian, China, will be around
ten. We find that the CTTI policy, supported by adequate
public health resources and population compliance, is
efficient in curbing local transmission (Delta and Omicron variants) and, if applied promptly, is able to end an
outbreak in a short time, also for the contagious Omicron
variant. But this comes with high social and economic
costs, which constrain its applicability to other regions.
In fact, the effectiveness of the CTTI strategy is further
enhanced when combined with timely early case detection. However, the rapid implementation of citywide testing is not the unique measure needed to reduce the local
transmission. Efficient contact tracing and isolation of
primary and secondary contacts of confirmed cases are
also essential to cut off the local transmission. Moreover,
cities or regions with limited resources may prioritize the
allocation of resources to contact tracing to help control
the epidemic.
The CTTI strategy can efficiently eliminate the local
transmission, which does not rely on the vaccine availability, the state of the epidemic, and the progression
of the disease. This aggressive control strategy breaks
the local transmission chain by isolating all the possible infection resources through citywide testing and
contact tracing, hence, it can bring any infectious disease epidemic to an end mathematically. The decline in
the number of daily new isolated people through testing and tracing indicates that the epidemic is gradually
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being controlled. Without perfect vaccines, the CTTI
policy is the optional way of controlling the outbreak
and a possible eradication strategy. However, the public health resources and administration capacity used
in eradicating the virus were tremendous. More than
40,000 individuals were isolated, and almost 90 million tests were conducted in the containment of Fujian
outbreak in September 2021 [31]. The social and health
burden for an optimal strategy to eliminate the infections, including the cost to clear the isolated individuals, calls for further investigations. Moreover, the
isolation of confirmed cases should be respected well.
Otherwise, the efforts of testing have few benefits without the adherence to isolation, which is also pointed out
in Davis et al. (2021) [9]. The isolation of possible infections is the key to the containment of any infectious
disease. The elimination of COVID-19 cases requires
the effort of the public health department and the compliance of the population to the elimination strategy.
Our sensitivity analysis also confirms the importance
of compliance of the population for the containment of
the epidemic. The CTTI strategy entails mobilizing the
whole community, and the supports from both citizens
and the public health sectors are indispensable [14, 38].
The enforcement of the CTTI strategy is hesitated by
authorities due to the high daily testing volume. However,
there is the argument that mass testing is feasible even in
low-resource rural settings if it meets the requirements of
minimal equipment and training [14]. In countries with
insufficient resources, implementing a strict CTTI strategy like in China can be almost impossible. However, our
work shows that even with less rigorous measures, for
example, a limited round of mass testing, the local transmission can be mitigated quickly. And the promotion of
self-screening may also be an optional strategy to save
resources for testing [38]. In addition, a more effective
mass testing strategy can be implemented in the city or
region with the constraint of the testing capacity, such as
combining with the health code system, prioritizing testing the individuals in higher-risk areas and yellow code
holders (Additional file 1: Fig. S1). More accurate testing will further improve the efficiency of containment,
thereby reducing people’s suffering and saving medical
costs. We also showed that the CTTI strategy is efficient
in geographical areas where an ongoing outbreak with
high daily new confirmed cases. This strategy can quickly
mitigate its epidemic to a certain level, under which less
strict measures might be applied. It helps alleviate the
pressure on the medical health system, although a resurgence is always visible if cases are not dropped to zero.
The countries that opted for mitigation strategies, like
Europe, which is the epicenter of COVID pandemic,
are facing a worrying resurgence in COVID cases [42].
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Singapore was one of the countries employing the elimination strategy, with aggressive testing and tracing,
which helped in bringing the epidemic well under control [43]. However, currently, after lifting restrictions and
abandoning the Zero-COVID policy in August 2021 [44],
the country is confronted with the largest outbreak since
the pandemic has started [45], although it has one of the
most successful vaccination rollouts in the world. New
Zealand, with a 51% vaccination coverage rate, was also
facing a resurgence with Delta variant and decided to
live with the virus in October 2021 [46]. Those examples
confirm our finding that if a strict Zero-COVID policy is
not enforced, there will be multiple outbreaks resulting
in more infections and deaths, as well as putting a huge
burden on social and health resources.
However, the applicability of the Zero-COVID strategy is doubted, and it is criticized for overreacting to the
epidemic and the substantial social and economic cost. It
is argued that it is worthwhile to test millions of people
to detect several cases. Especially in the later controlled
stage, keeping tests seems to have no benefit to the containment of the epidemic. The discontent of populations
may be increased along with the repeated testing, and the
compliance rate of testing and isolation will be affected
by the repeated outbreaks. Hence, the CTTI strategy is
an efficient way to control the epidemic, but the optimal
way of containment may still need further investigations.
On the other hand, the prolonged prevalence of the epidemic may require considerable public health resources
and result in immense economic loss. It is difficult to
compare the cost between elimination with extensive
resources in a short period and mitigation with relatively
fewer resources but a more extended prevalence. Further
studies in terms of economic assessment may shed some
light on this comparison.
Moreover, the high coverage rate of vaccination should
be a vital step in the exit strategy. The mitigation of the
epidemic is seen with the increase in vaccine coverage.
The transmission risk decreases with the vaccination rollouts, although it is challenged by the keep emerging new
variants, such as the Delta and Omicron variants [47, 48].
But the relaxation of NPIs is inevitable. People are eager
to return to normal life and have begun to accept that
we will live with the virus for a long time. The possible
resurgence may occur in the circumstance of relaxation
of public health control measures and may exacerbate
due to the waning immunity of the vaccine. This is the
situation that Europe countries were facing [42]. Hence,
personal protection, public health control measures, and
vaccine booster campaigns must be strictly respected.
The combination of the vaccination rollout and the
implementation of a partial CTTI strategy when facing
the outbreaks could be a more assured exit strategy.
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Our analysis has several limitations. Firstly, we do not
consider the different testing strategies in the varying levels of risk zones. In the later stage of elimination, the citywide testing has low performance with high cost. Then,
only the people in the high-risk zone are tested according to the actual implementation. Our model may overestimate the rounds of CTTI needed due to the spatial
heterogeneity. One way is to use individual based modelling or use meta-population models, however this type
of spatial modelling would be too complex since we need
to define the contact transmission matrix to take care of
different population groups and spatial variations in the
region considered. We believe that the broad applied
mathematics community will continue to seek solutions
to use spatial modelling with certain level of heterogeneity
to fit the data. We will keep it as our future work too. One
other limitation is the vaccination not considered. All the
individuals need to do the testing regardless of the vaccination status. The reduced transmission risk is included
in its estimation process. Nevertheless, the neglect of
the vaccination may also overestimate the resources
needed to eliminate the epidemic. In addition, the overlap
between the primary contacts and the secondary contact
is not considered in the model. The primary contacts of
confirmed cases may have contact with each other, and
then the number of traced secondary contacts will be
reduced. However, it is not an easy task to determine the
actual number of primary and secondary contacts, hence
we are assuming the average contacts of each person. This
simplification does not affect our contact tracing process.

Conclusions
In summary, our results highlight the importance and
efficiency of the CTTI Zero-COVID policy for the containment of the COVID-19 epidemic, by which even
the current more aggressive Omicron outbreaks can
be contained. Utilizing sufficient resources and early
detection of the epidemic, the rapid implementation of
the Zero-COVID policy with effective contact tracing,
isolation of primary and secondary contacts, the CTTI
policy can ensure the elimination of COVID-19 in a
short period. But the applicability of CTTI policy to
regions with limited resources is constrained, although
its partial implementation can help alleviate the epidemic. However, if the outbreak is not wholly eliminated, the resurgence may be experienced in the local
area. The combination of CTTI and vaccine may be
the feasible exit strategy. Our results also highlight the
urgent need for efficient tests, comprehensive contact
tracing, and isolation compliance to support the mitigation of global pandemics of COVID.
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